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Main Street:  Acting on Faith, Once Again. 
  

“Should we invest in common stocks?” is the question which triggers the deepest and longest discussion, 
any time an investment manager meets a possible new client.  We’ll skip the long discussion today, but 
let’s glance at one major reason why any particular person should never invest in common stocks—
according to Outlook Capital Management.  It’s a “Yes or No” question . . . and it does kind of fit the Fourth 
of July:  “Do you believe there is something really special about the USA; something which has caused the 
long, amazingly strong performance of US common stocks for a couple of centuries . . . and which is still 
at work today?” 
  
If the answer is “No,” then Outlook’s advice is always the same, regardless of a client’s other 
circumstances:  “Don’t buy stocks, now or ever.”  
  
The “something special” is the free-market capitalist system, the rule of law, the climate of risk-taking and 
innovation, and the tradition of each CEO’s personal accountability for her company’s results.  This 
“something special” has been the permanent tailwind behind the 2-century chart below.  That 200 years 
has been a Sea of Troubles for American companies.  We can see the countless Troubles in the jagged 
peaks and valleys below.  Every single one of them happened because something genuinely frightening 
was going on:  mostly economic and business frights, but plenty of political frights, too.  But the tailwind 
never stopped blowing, so the jagged valleys passed by and the market’s road began climbing again.  
  



 
  

Believing in that tailwind is the “do or die” question for investors because those Troubles are so rarely 
obvious ahead of time:  neither the “whole country” Troubles, nor the “just one company” ones.  It is the 
nature of many people in the investment world to claim they were obvious, of course:  at least, obvious 
to clever experts like themselves.  But in fact, they rarely are.  The experts’ claims are either pure puffery, 
or sometimes a happy combination of skill and luck . . . which doesn’t stick around to help the expert next 
time.  So we all need that long, powerful tailwind.  It gives single companies, and whole economies, the 
dependable boost they need to recover and rebuild, when they’ve temporarily foundered on a reef in the 
Troubled Sea.  
  
When investors don’t believe in that tailwind, but invest in stocks anyway, they are gambling 
that somebody—their advisor or themselves—will see the jagged peaks and valleys ahead of time and 
keep them safe.  That works out like most gambles do, eventually. 
  
Belief in that Tailwind has been especially important this year, a Calamity Year if there ever was one.  Let’s 
glance at another picture, courtesy of economist Brian Wesbury. 
  



 
Those astonishing spikes in jobs and unemployment, up and down in 2020, took us into Captain Barbosa’s 
world in Pirates of the Caribbean:  “You’re off the map, Jack . . . there be monsters here!”  The Great Virus 
Shutdown suspended a lot of the normal rules of economic and business behavior—the rules which we 
professionals have studied for decades, and take as guidance in making our judgments about common 
stocks.  But those of us who deeply and steadfastly believe in that Tailwind—in that “something special 
about America”—were not cast adrift on the sea of troubles.  We knew that the people running and 
working in our companies—Main Street USA—are never people who throw up their hands and say, “Who 
could have seen this coming?  It’s hopeless!”  Instead they pause, look things over, shrug and get back to 
work.  In 200 years of American business history, they have always picked up the pieces and rebuilt . . . 
always stronger than before.  
  
We might call that kind of investment judgment “acting on faith.”  It’s been necessary, this year.  It’s also 
been entirely justified, for 200 years.  Slowly but surely, we are watching Main Street show us why, once 
again. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss. 
 


